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Abstract
Patterns of behaviour of seven pigeons across various arrangements of concurrent RI
RI (random interval, random interval) and RI RR (random interval, random ratio)
reinforcement were examined. Three separate analyses were carried out. Global analyses of
behaviour revealed that subjects generally matched their behaviour to reinforcer ratios across
both condition arrangements, as predicted. Local analyses of preference showed that across
all conditions, initial responses following reinforcement did not change as a function of
where that reinforcement was obtained. This disagreed with previous findings, where a shift
in preference towards the most recent source of reinforcement had been observed. It was
concluded that methodological factors that were not present here may have influenced
subjects’ behaviour in previous experimentation. Lastly, analyses of switching behaviour
revealed the ‘fix and sample’ pattern across the majority of subjects. This consisted of
responding solely on one alternative, interrupted by brief visits of around one response to the
other alternative. This pattern was consistent across both condition types, and agreed with
past research. Duration of fixing behaviour varied between subjects, and was generally longer
during RI RR conditions than RI RI conditions. Results overall suggested that choice
behaviour is controlled by global, long term accumulators of reinforcement. Behaviour will
follow a general rule when analyzed at a response-by-response level, but will show variation
between individual subjects.
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Patterns of behaviour under different concurrent reinforcement schedules

Skinner (1938) described operant conditioning as the way in which the antecedents
and the consequences of behaviour control its rate of occurrence and form. Behaviours can be
reinforced, where a stimuli is added or removed contingent upon a response to increase the
likelihood of that behaviour recurring; or they can be punished, where a stimuli is added or
removed contingent upon a response to decrease the likelihood of that behaviour recurring.
Although this principle is fundamental to the analysis of behaviour, behaviour in everyday
life is generally based on a choice between multiple actions. Each decision will be influenced
by the outcomes of choices made in the past.
Studies of operant behaviour are generally conducted under experimental settings
where extraneous factors can be controlled. This allows experimenters to manipulate the rate
of reward or punishment for various behaviours, and examine their effects on future choice.
Studies of reinforcement generally arrange reinforcers on predetermined ‘schedules’. These
schedules provide reinforcement to subjects contingent upon a specific response; for
example, a pigeon pecking a key to receive wheat. Schedules are typically either interval
based or ratio based (Staddon & Cerutti, 2003). For an interval schedule, a reinforcer is
delivered for the first response after a certain length of time has elapsed since the last
reinforcer, whereas ratio schedules produce reinforcement after a certain number of responses
have been made since the last reinforcer. These schedules can be fixed, where a response is
reinforced only after one specific length of time has elapsed or a specific number of
responses have been made; or variable (also referred to as random), where a reinforcer is
delivered at different intervals or numbers of responses since the last reinforcer, using some
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predetermined value as an average. The most common schedules are, therefore, fixed interval
(FI), variable interval (VI), fixed ratio (FR) or variable ratio (VR).
To study choice, two (or more) reinforcement schedules typically are arranged
concurrently; that is, they are made simultaneously available but mutually exclusive, and
responses on one alternative have no effect on the delivery of reinforcement on the other. In
order to maximize their rate of reinforcement, the subjects must spread their behaviour
between both alternatives (Staddon & Cerutti, 2003).
When choosing which types of schedule to use in choice experiments, it is important
to be aware of the ways in which subjects typically respond to different schedules. Fixedinterval schedules are less often used than variable interval schedules as they tend to produce
a strict pattern of behaviour. For example, Schneider (1969) found that when he placed
pigeons under conditions of FI reinforcement, there were two states of responding that would
occur. The first state would be a period of very low rates of behaviour, followed by a
transition to rapid high rates of responding roughly two-thirds of the way through the
interval. This pattern was relatively stable across schedules ranging from FI 16 s to FI 512 s.
These results were later followed up using concurrent VI FI schedules by Trevett, Davison,
and Williams (1972). They presented four pigeons with 12 different arrangements of the
concurrent VI FI schedule types, and measured the number of responses and amount of time
spent responding on each. Results showed that across all conditions, there was a proportional
preference for the VI alternative over the FI. The authors explained this by the response
pattern elicited by the FI schedule. Subjects rarely responded on the FI schedule immediately
after a reinforcer was obtained on it. Instead, behaviour in this instance was almost always
directed towards the VI schedule – resulting in a larger proportion of responses being directed
towards the VI schedule. This result is consistent with findings that FI schedules will produce
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unique patterns of behaviour that can lead to confounding results when used concurrently
with other interval schedules.
Interval and ratio schedules of reinforcement can produce different patterns of
responding because of their differing ‘feedback functions’. A feedback function describes
how an organism’s behaviour is linked to environmental events (Baum, 1992). In the context
of controlled operant behaviour, this is related to how the subject’s behaviour can result in
reinforcement being delivered. Variable-interval schedules, for example, can operate
independently of the subject’s behaviour to a certain degree. Regardless of the number of
responses the subject makes, no reward will be delivered until after the required amount of
time has elapsed. The probability of reinforcement on a VI schedule will also increase with
time between responses, a phenomenon that will not occur under VR schedules of
reinforcement (Tanno, Silberberg & Sakagami, 2010). Variable-ratio schedules, on the other
hand, depend completely on the subject’s behaviour. Each response the subject makes has a
fixed probability of producing reinforcement. Therefore, the more responses a subject makes,
the more likely it is that they will be rewarded. Because of their feedback functions, these
schedule types produce different rates of responding. That is, the average interresponse times
(IRT, the length of time between each response) of individually presented VR schedules are
generally shorter than those on comparable VI schedules (e.g. Anger, 1956; Zuriff, 1970).
However, moderate rates of responding are still generally obtained on VI schedules – even
when the rate of reinforcement is unaffected by shorter IRTs (Tanno & Sakagami, 2008).
Silberberg, Warren-Boulton and Asano (1988) linked these findings to impulsivity, a
preference for immediate reinforcement. In their experiment they presented subjects with
individual schedules that alternated between VR and VI following each reinforcer. In the first
phase, subjects received their food reward immediately. In the second phase, all obtained
rewards were delivered at the end of the session. Across phases, the rate of responding on the
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VR schedule remained unchanged. Responding on the VI schedule however, dropped
substantially during phase two. The authors related this to the delayed reward, which
removed the bias for ‘reinforcement now’ that can only be obtained through short IRTs
(Silberberg et al., 1988).
The Matching Law
Herrnstein (1961) trained three pigeons to peck two concurrently available keys
across four experimental conditions involving concurrent VI VI schedules of reinforcement.
The timing of each key in each schedule was as follows: VI 180s vs. VI 180s, VI 135s vs. VI
270s, VI 108s vs. VI 540s, and VI 90s vs. VI∞ (i.e., extinction, absence of reinforcement).
This pattern of schedules was chosen so that the overall rate of reinforcement across
alternatives in each condition was one reinforcer every 90 seconds. A 1.5-s changeover delay
(COD) was also used; that is, a reinforcer could not be obtained for 1.5 s after the subjects
switched from responding on one key to responding on the other – so the pigeons could never
be reinforced immediately after changing keys. Subjects were run on each schedule for at
least 16 sessions, with each session lasting around 60 reinforcers. Results showed that the
proportion of responses on one key was approximately equal to the proportion of reinforcers
obtained on that key. For example, if the frequency of reinforcement on one key was three
times higher than on the other key, subjects would make roughly three times the number of
responses on that key than the other alternative. These results led Herrnstein to formulate the
matching law. This states that the proportion of responses made, or time spent, at one
alternative equals the proportion of reinforcers obtained from that alternative. The formula
for this equation is:
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where B1 and B2 refer to the number of responses on two alternatives, and r1 and r2 refer to
the reinforcers obtained on each of these alternatives. This is often referred to as the Strict
Matching Law.
Further research extended the matching law beyond its simple form because data
showed systematic deviations from strict matching. This led Baum (1974) to suggest that
parameters measuring response bias and sensitivity to changes in the reinforcer distribution
(i.e., undermatching or overmatching) should be added to Herrnstein’s original equation. Bias
refers to a preference for one or the other alternative that cannot be attributed to the rate of
reinforcement. This can be due to innate preference for a certain response by the subject (e.g.,
right handedness), or can be brought on by factors in the environment (e.g. the right key of a
pigeon’s chamber requiring less force to peck). Undermatching occurs when a subjects’
relative rate of responding for the more frequent response is consistently lower than the
relative rate of reinforcement for that alternative. For example, a subject might make 55% of
the responses on a key that produces 65% of the reinforcers. Overmatching is the opposite
result, where the relative rate of the more frequent response is consistently greater than the
relative rate of reinforcement for that alternative. Incorporating these two factors, Baum
(1974) proposed the generalized matching law:

When put into logarithmic form, the data will form a straight line with the slope (a)
measuring the sensitivity of behaviour to changes in the reinforcer ratio, and the y-intercept
equal to the bias (c):
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In this form, a value of a greater than one indicates overmatching; and when a is less than
one, undermatching. Bias is displayed if log c is not 0. Bias towards the B1 alternative is
indicated by a log c value of greater than zero, and a bias towards the B2 alternative when it is
less than zero. These amendments to the strict matching law allow for extraneous sources of
error to be understood, rather than disregarding the law when data appears to not conform to
it (Baum, 1974). Of these deviations from matching, undermatching is commonly observed in
concurrent VI VI schedules (Baum, 1979; Wearden & Burgess, 1982).
There are many factors that can affect sensitivity to the reinforcer ratios (a).
Herrnstein (1961) found that using a COD led to results that were closer to a strict matching
function when compared to schedules with no COD. This was because when the COD was
not present there would be some instances where the act of switching keys was followed by
an immediate reward, thus reinforcing the behaviour of ‘switching’. This resulted in
undermatching being observed as the pigeons began switching between the keys frequently.
When the COD was put in place, the operant behaviour of switching could no longer be
immediately reinforced. The subjects were also less likely to switch from the highly
reinforced key to the lesser key, as this switching behaviour was now more effortful.
Herrnstein likened this to separating the keys spatially. If the keys were far apart, the animals
would be less likely to go to the less lucrative key than if they were closer together. This
results in a smaller amount of switching between keys, and a higher rate of responding on the
key with the higher reinforcer rate.
Discriminability between the two alternatives has also been proposed to affect the
degree of sensitivity shown by subjects’ behaviour. Miller, Saunders, and Bourland (1980)
exposed pigeons to two-alternative concurrent variable interval schedules, and varied the
discriminability between the alternatives. The first group’s alternatives were signalled by two
line orientations that differed by 45° as the discriminative stimuli, the second group by 15°,
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and the final group had identical line orientations. Overall, results showed that sensitivity
values were much closer to one when the line orientations differed by 45°, substantially lower
at 15°, and lower again at 0°. Alsop and Davison (1991) also found that when different light
intensities were the stimuli that discriminated various concurrent schedules of reinforcement,
the physical disparity between the two intensities correlated with the effects of changes in
reinforcer ratio. These studies showed that sensitivity to changes in reinforcer frequency can
depend on how well the subjects can physically discriminate between the difference sources
of reinforcement.
Alsop and Elliffe (1988) looked into the effect of overall rate of reinforcement on
choice behaviour. They presented pigeons with six sets of conditions. Each set contained five
separate conditions, each arranging a different reinforcer ratio (8:1, 4:1, 1:1, 1:4, and 1:8).
The overall rate of reinforcement was varied across each set, from .22 reinforcers per minute
to 10 reinforcers per minute. Their results were well explained by the generalized matching
law, showing matching with moderate rates of undermatching. However, sensitivities to
reinforcer ratios were closer to one when the arranged overall reinforcer rate was higher.
When the overall reinforcer rate was .22 reinforcers per minute, the number of responses on
the ‘rich’ alternative decreased disproportionately when compared to the alternative with the
lower payoff rate. Specifically, the distribution of behaviour between the two alternatives was
closer to making an even amount of responses on both alternatives – even when one paid off
at a substantially higher rate. The authors suggested that as instances where the subjects’
responses were met with reinforcement were infrequent, they may have found it more
difficult to discriminate the reinforcer rates assigned to each alternative (Alsop & Elliffe,
1988).
Anderson, Velkey, and Woolverten (2002) conducted a matching-based experiment
involving four male rhesus monkeys. The monkeys pressed levers in order to obtain a reward
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of either food or injections of cocaine under various concurrent VI VI schedules. These
schedules were arranged in a way to give an average of one reinforcer every ten minutes. In
some conditions the subjects chose between two sources of cocaine, in others two sources of
food, and in some conditions one of each. In all cases, the results approximated that which
would be predicted by the generalized matching law. As would be predicted based on the
results of Alsop and Elliffe (1988), substantial undermatching occurred in all conditions; that
is, rates of responding on the most profitable alternative were lower than would be predicted
by matching. Biases towards the cocaine were noted for three monkeys, and a bias towards
the right lever (regardless of reward) was also noted for the fourth subject. Overall, the results
showed that the principles of the generalized matching law can still hold true when rates of
reinforcement are very low, and the reinforcers themselves are fundamentally different
(Anderson et al., 2002).
Concurrent VI VR Schedules
Although a large body of research based on concurrent VI VI schedules supports the
generalized matching law, reinforcement in everyday life also operates under ratio-based
schedules. Gambling, for example, is based on a ratio schedule – the more responses you
make, the more likely you are to be rewarded. Another example may be a young male
attempting to dance with a girl at a club. The best strategy in this case would be to ask as
many girls as possible, until one finally agrees. Ratio schedules have not been examined to
the same extent as interval schedules in terms of their applicability to the generalized
matching law. This is due, in part, to the difficulties that arise when attempting to compare
ratio schedules in a similar fashion to interval schedules. For example, arranging two ratio
schedules concurrently will, in many cases, result in exclusive responding on the alternative
that requires the least amount of responding to obtain a reward (Herrnstein & Loveland,
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1975). Therefore, a simple way to examine matching behaviour under ratio schedules is to
compare VI and VR schedules arranged concurrently.
Herrnstein and Heyman (1979) trained four pigeons to respond to concurrent VI VR
schedules. A changeover-key procedure was used; two keys were made available to the
subjects, one main key that they could respond on and would be reinforced normally, and
another key that ‘switched’ the schedule assigned to the main key following a response. This
was still considered a concurrent schedule, as the VI timer would continue as the subject
responded to the VR alternative. The conditions were as follows: VI 30 VR 30, VI 15 VR 30,
VI 40 VR 30, VI 40 VR 45, VI 40 VR 60, and VI 30 VR 30. Results showed that the ratios
for overall response rate, and time spent responding on each schedule, followed the
generalized matching relation and accounted for over 95% of the variance – roughly equal to
that of a standard VI VI concurrent schedule. The authors concluded that the generalized
matching law can be extended to conditions involving VR schedules. This finding has since
been replicated (e.g. Williams, 1985; McSweeney, Murphy, & Kowal, 2001).
Ziriax and Silberberg (1984) provided a challenge to Herrnstein and Heyman’s (1979)
results. They argued that reinforcer ratios during VI VR schedules are ‘forced’ to follow
response ratios, because reinforcement can only be obtained on a ratio schedule if the
required number of responses has been made – therefore the number of responses on a ratio
schedule will always increase the number of reinforcers obtained by a fixed amount. Ziriax
and Silberberg ran computer simulations in which arbitrary response ratios were assigned to
concurrent VI VR schedules in order to see whether the matching relation would be obtained.
They found that as response ratios shifted strongly, reinforcer ratios would vary with them. In
a second experiment, pigeons were exposed to concurrent VI VR schedules where the
duration of access to grain (size of reward) was varied between the two keys. This was done
to create an innate preference for either key – depending on condition. Regardless of whether
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the ratio of hopper duration was 3:1 in favour of the VI key, or in favour of the VR key,
matching was still obtained. The authors argued that these findings suggest that matching is a
somewhat inevitable outcome of VI VR schedules, and will be obtained regardless of the
allocation of choice behaviour (Ziriax & Silberberg, 1984). They do note however that choice
could deviate from matching if the response rate on the VI alternative dropped to a low
enough rate.
Bias, during VI VR schedules, can vary depending on how behaviour is measured.
Herrnstein and Heyman (1979) found that when number of responses was used as a measure,
the subjects were biased in favour of the ratio schedule. However, when time spent
responding was used, this bias shifted towards the interval schedule – Ziriax and Silberberg
(1984) found the same result. This observation may be due to differences in how these
schedules reward high and low rates of behaviour, and will be discussed later. As is generally
the case with VI VI schedules, undermatching was also observed in these two studies – and
has also been observed in similar interval-ratio experiments involving rats (e.g. Williams,
1985; Rider, 1981).
Local Analyses of Choice
The studies mentioned so far have focused on a global view of behaviour; that is,
measuring the ratio of responses and reinforcers between alternatives at the end of each
session. More recently, researchers have become interested in local patterns of behaviour –
what happens within each session. These studies focus on how choice behaviour is structured
at a response-by-response level.
Davison and Baum (2000) trained six pigeons on various concurrent VI schedules,
and examined their local patterns of behaviour. Each experimental session was composed of
seven different arrangements of VI VI schedules (termed ‘components’) with reinforcer ratios
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ranging from 1:1 to 1:27. Every 4 to 12 reinforcers (depending on condition), there was a 10s blackout, and the current VI VI schedules were randomly replaced by another arrangement.
These conditions were chosen in order to examine acquisition of preference in a rapidly
changing environment. The authors argued that, from an evolutionary perspective, it may be
adaptive for organisms to adjust their behaviour rapidly to match the stability of the
environment. If one resource patch becomes more profitable than another within a short
period of time, a swift adjustment of behaviour towards that patch would be advantageous.
Their examination of local response rates involved determining the ratio of responses
between the alternatives at the beginning of each component, up until the first reinforcer. A
further two response ratios were then calculated after the first reward, one following a left
reinforcer and another following a right reinforcer. Finally, after the second reinforcer, the
distribution of responses following each of the four possible reinforcer combinations was
obtained. That is, individual response ratios were calculated for behaviour following two left
reinforcers, two right reinforcers, one left reinforcer and then one right reinforcer, or one
right reinforcer and then one left reinforcer. This type of analysis allowed the researchers to
examine the immediate effects that each reward had on preference. Results showed that each
component began with little preference for either key, but that reinforcers on either
alternative produced a shift of preference (i.e., the log response ratio) towards its source (the
alternative from which the reinforcer came). When a sequence of reinforcers came from one
source, termed confirmations, preference consistently moved towards that source. However,
each successive reinforcer had a smaller effect than the one that preceded it. When
reinforcement was obtained on the opposite key to prior rewards, labelled a disconfirmation,
subjects showed a large shift in response ratio towards its source. An increase in the
allocation of choice behaviour towards the just-reinforced alternative (or “preference pulse”)
is a phenomenon that has been observed in multiple experiments examining choice in
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behaviour variable environments (Davison & Baum, 2000, 2002; Landon & Davison, 2001;
Landon, Davison & Elliffe, 2003).
Although a reliable finding, it remains possible that the observed pulses in preference
towards the just-reinforced alternative may be an artefact of the experimental procedures used
in these studies. Under variable conditions, where reinforcer ratios are largely unpredictable,
it seems almost intuitive that subjects would be required to “follow” any obtained
reinforcement. When the only information available is that the contingencies have in some
way changed, the reinforcers themselves are the only stimuli that can indicate the nature of
the new arrangement. When this is considered, it is not at all surprising that subjects learned
to rapidly adjust their behaviour towards whichever alternative provided the most recent
reinforcement. Additionally, this effect may be exaggerated when these conditions contain
components with extreme reinforcer ratios. When only 10 reinforcers are delivered per
component, a component with a reinforcer ratio of 27:1 will rarely provide reinforcement
from the lean alternative. This would create instances where reinforcement is obtained
entirely from the rich alternative, with the lean alternative providing no reinforcement (i.e. an
extinction schedule). Subjects may then be more likely to stay following reinforcement
simply because, due to previous components, they have learned that the first alternative to
produce a reinforcer is often the only schedule to produce reinforcement.
Landon, Davison, and Elliffe (2002) conducted an experiment which looked at these
same local patterns of behaviour, but under steady-state conditions rather than in rapidly
changing environments. They arranged schedules of concurrent VI VI reinforcement with
reinforcer ratios ranging from 27:1 to 1:1, with each condition being in effect for 65 days.
Across their five pigeon subjects, they examined individual ‘blocks’ of eight successive
reinforcers. They found that when looking at these blocks, the eight most recently obtained
reinforcers all had a minor effect on preference – shifting towards the just-reinforced
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alternative. This adjustment was largest for the most recently obtained reinforcer.
Confirmations and disconfirmations similar to those found by Davison and Baum (2000)
were observed, however in all cases these effects were found to be larger when the arranged
reinforcer ratio was more extreme (e.g. 27:1). Additionally, long term effects of
reinforcement or ‘aggregates’ linked to the assigned reinforcer ratio were found. That is,
preference tended to initially be skewed in the direction of the key with the highest reinforcer
ratio, as opposed to the lack of preference observed at the beginning of components by
Davison and Baum (2000). However, within an eight-reinforcer window, this preference
would increase or decrease depending on where subsequent reinforcement was obtained. The
authors concluded that both local and global analyses were necessary to explain the observed
patterns of behaviour, as neither could successfully explain both of these effects (Landon et
al., 2002). If control were purely local, we would not expect longer term aggregates of
reinforcers to control behaviour. Additionally, the authors argued that a global view of
behaviour fails to explain changes in preference at a reinforcer-by-reinforcer level. These
findings provide some evidence for preference pulses under steady-state conditions.
However, it should be noted that an effect of extremity of reinforcer ratio was found. That is,
local control (or magnitude of preference pulses) was found to be greater when scheduled
reinforcer ratios were more extreme. When these ratios were less extreme, the effects of
individual reinforcers on preference were diminished (Landon et al., 2002)
The Structuring of Choice Behaviour
The effects of individual reinforcers on preference (i.e., preference pulses) are not the
only local analyses of choice that have been conducted. Baum, Schwendimann and Bell
(1999) conducted an experiment that looked at how choice is structured in terms of patterns
of switching between the alternatives. They exposed four pigeons to steady-state conditions
of concurrent VI VI reinforcement in which the reinforcer ratios for each schedule ranged
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from 1:4 to 1:256. Local analyses of response patterns revealed a consistent trend across
subjects. Once any level of preference was obtained (even 2:1 in favour of a particular key),
subjects would generally remain at the preferred key for long durations, before making
‘visits’ to the less preferred (lean) key. These visits would be very brief, often at close to one
peck before the subject returned to the favoured key. The length of these visits remained at a
constant rate with changing reinforcer ratios. However, their frequency increased as the lean
key became relatively more favourable. A consistent bias towards the lean key was also
observed, regardless of its physical position (left or right key). This was due to subjects
sampling the lean key more often than would be predicted by matching. Baum et al. (1999)
suggested that this ‘over sampling’ explains the apparent undermatching that generally occurs
during concurrent VI VI schedules. This pattern of extended behaviour at the rich key
followed by brief visits to the lean alternative was termed a ‘fix and sample’ (Baum, 2002),
and was reproduced in later studies with both rhesus monkeys and rats (Lau & Glimcher,
2005; Aparicio & Baum, 2006).
Baum and Aparicio (1999) carried out similar analyses on the structuring of choice
behaviour, but under schedules of VI VR reinforcement. They exposed six rats to concurrent
schedules in which one key was always VR10, and the other either VI20 or VI30. Their
subjects displayed the fix and sample pattern. However, the ‘fixing’ was always done on the
VR key, and the ‘sampling’ on the VI alternative. That is, subjects tended to respond for long
durations on the ratio schedule, before making visits of close to one response on the interval
schedule, followed by a return to the ratio schedule. This consistent pattern of treating the VI
as the lean alternative and the VR as the rich may be due to an interaction between the
feedback functions of the two schedule types. During concurrent schedules, the movement of
behaviour towards a VI alternative lowers its payoff ratio (obtained reward relative to the
amount of behaviour at that alternative) (Baum & Aparicio, 1999), incentivising the subject
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to make brief ‘visits’ to sources of VI reinforcement, while making the majority of their
responses elsewhere. As the probability of being reinforced on a ratio schedule increases with
each response (regardless of timing), during concurrent VI VR reinforcement, a subject that
directs most of its responses towards the ratio schedule whilst leaving the interval schedule to
‘accumulate’ reinforcers will be rewarded with a high payoff ratio.
Present Experiment
The present study examined patterns of choice behaviour under steady-state
conditions of VI VI, and VI VR reinforcement. Seven pigeons responded on two keys in
order to obtain a wheat reward, under eight conditions containing various arrangements of
these schedule types. Global analyses similar to those conducted by Herrnstein and Heyman
(1979) were conducted in order examine behaviour in regard to the matching relation. It was
hypothesized that global analyses would reveal matching behaviour for subjects during both
VI VI and VI VR schedules (Herrnstein, 1961; Herrnstein & Heyman, 1979). Local analyses
(similar to those of Davison & Baum, 2000; Baum et al.,1999) were also carried out to
examine patterns of behaviour following reinforcement. It was hypothesized that subjects
would follow the fix and sample pattern (Baum et al., 1999) for both VI VI and VI VR
schedules. Preference immediately following left and right key reinforcement was also
examined to see whether subjects would show similar pulses in preference following
reinforcement during VI VI and VI VR schedules –some degree of variation was expected as
this area of research is largely unexplored.
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Method
Subjects
Seven pigeons were maintained at 90% to 95% of their free-feeding body weights.
They obtained the majority of their food during experimental sessions, however
supplementary food was also provided if necessary. Water and grit were made freely
available. All subjects had previously been run on similar reinforcement-based tasks, and
therefore were not naive to the experimental settings.
Apparatus
Subjects were housed in cages that also served as experimental chambers. The
dimensions of these chambers were 480 mm by 480 mm by 480 mm. Three of these
chambers had three circular, translucent keys (25mm in diameter) in a horizontal row located
240mm above the floor of the cage. These keys were spaced 70mm apart with the middle key
in the centre of the cage. The left key was coloured red and the right key green, in order to
enhance discriminability. A 45mm by 55mm opening was positioned 120mm below the
centre key, which provided access to a food magazine containing wheat. The remaining five
chambers contained only two keys (centre key was not present), and all other measurements
were identical. For the chambers containing three keys, only the outer two keys were
functional – giving each subject two functional keys.
Subjects were housed in neighbouring cages with a partition extending roughly three
quarters of the way between cages. This partition prevented them from viewing other pigeons
while they were working on the task. The cages were located together in a room with a large
translucent window, and a curtain was drawn whilst the pigeons worked on the task – this
allowed a low level of background light. A 386sx computer running MED-PC® software was
used to run the experiment and collect data.
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Procedure
All experimental conditions involved various combinations of variable-interval (VI)
and variable-ratio (VR) reinforcement. For keys operating under VI schedules, every one
second (with a probability based on the value assigned to that schedule) the computer would
determine whether or not to assign a reinforcer to the next response made by the subject on
that key. During VR schedules, each individual response made on the key was assigned an
equal probability of producing a reward by the computer. Due to this method of randomly
assigning values to each alternative (rather than a predetermined set of values), all VI and VR
schedules will be referred to as RI and RR schedules respectively from this point onwards.
Experimental trials began with the two keys being illuminated. The subjects
responded to these keys, and received reinforcement based on the assigned reinforcement
schedule of each key. Once a reinforcer was obtained, the lights behind the keys were turned
off, and the subject was allowed 3s access to wheat – during this time any interval timers
were stopped. Sessions continued until the subject had obtained 80 reinforcers or until two
hours had elapsed, whichever came first. The frequencies of reinforcement were arranged on
independent concurrent schedules, i.e. they were conducted simultaneously and responses on
one key had no effect on the other. The order and length of conditions are displayed in Table
1.
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Table 1.
Order and Nature of Experimental Conditions
Condition One
Condition Two
Condition Three
Condition Four
Condition Five
Condition Six
Condition Seven
Condition Eight

Left Key

Right Key

# Sessions

RI60
RI90
RI90
RI60
RI60
RI30
RI20
RI20

RR30
RI30
RR30
RI30
RR30
RI90
RR30
RI30

43
83
103
76
50
35
69
33

Conditions 1 to 4 were various combinations of RI and RR reinforcement. Conditions
5 and 6 were replications of Condition 1 and 2 respectively; these were carried out to ensure
that patterns of behaviour the subjects displayed initially would remain stable. Condition 6
was a reversal of Condition 2 (i.e. the left key contained the more rich rate of reinforcement
rather than the right) in order to establish that the subjects had not simply learned that the
right key was always more favourable. Lastly, Conditions 7 and 8 were standard RI RR and
RI RI conditions, but with higher overall rates of reinforcement.
No changeover delay was used throughout experimentation; that is, a response
immediately following a switch could be reinforced. When responding on a ratio schedules,
using a changeover delay would cause any responses made during the changeover delay to be
discounted. This would in turn exaggerate the number of responses required for the subject to
receive a reward, and effectively distort the values assigned to the ratio schedules. In the
interest of consistency, this was maintained across all conditions – both RI RI and RI RR.
The pigeons were weighed and given supplementary feeding, if necessary, at 9:00am
daily, and experimental sessions took place at 4:00pm. Data collected were the number of
responses (and their timing) on the left and right alternatives, and the number and timing of
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reinforcement obtained at each alternative. Data from the last 10 sessions of each condition
were used in analyses.
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Results
Analysis 1: Matching Law
The first set of analyses compared performance on the RI RI and RI RR conditions
using the Generalized Matching Law (GML). Log response ratios and log reinforcer ratios
were calculated for the summed data across the last ten sessions for each subject in each
condition. Figure 1 plots these log response ratios as a function of the log reinforcer ratios for
each subject separately. The filled symbols show the data from RI RI conditions (Conditions
2, 4, 6, & 8), and the unfilled symbols show the data from RI RR conditions (Conditions 1, 3,
5, & 7). Least square linear regressions were fit to the RI RI and RI RR conditions separately
for each subject. The regression lines are plotted in Figure 1, and Table 2 shows the slopes
(sensitivity) and intercepts (bias) for the fitted lines.
The linear regressions provided a good fit to the data in many cases (Table 2). The R2
values were greater than .90 in 8 out of 14 cases, and were greater than .80 in another two
cases. The R2 values for Subjects B11, B23 and B31 were lower in the RI RI conditions at
.38, .75, & .55, respectively. The particularly low R2 value for Subject B11, however, may
reflect the regression’s shallow slope (0.14). For the RI RR conditions, only Subject B23 had
a low R2 value (.52).
Subjects’ behaviour typically showed undermatching (Table 2). For the RI RI
conditions, the slopes (i.e., sensitivity to the reinforcer ratio) ranged from 0.14 to 0.96 with a
mean of 0.57 and a median of 0.59. This result is lower than the a value of .80 typically
obtained under conditions of VI VI or RI RI reinforcement (e.g., Baum, 1979). Even when
the extremely shallow slope for Subject B11 (a= 0.14) was excluded, the mean a value across
subjects increased to only 0.64. For the RI RR conditions, slopes ranged from 0.53 to 1.43,
with a mean of 0.87 and a median of 0.84 (the mean was 0.78 when Subject B11 was
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excluded). The slopes were steeper for the RI RR conditions than the RI RI conditions across
all subjects; this difference was statistically significant (Sign test, p<.025).
The intercepts in Figure 1 display the degree of each subjects’ response bias. Positive
values indicate a bias towards the left alternative, and negative values indicate a bias towards
the right alternative. For the RI RI conditions, biases ranged from -0.67 to 0.19 with a mean
of -.21 and a median of -.14. This right key bias was observed for all subjects except Subjects
B13 and B21, who showed small bias towards the left key (0.19 & 0.07 respectively). Right
key bias was also observed for almost all subjects during RI RR conditions, with bias values
ranging from -0.70 to 0.05, a mean of -0.38 and a median of -0.43. Subject B13 was the only
subject to show a left key bias (.05). Comparing the two schedule arrangements, bias towards
the right alternative was greater for all subjects except Subject B11 when the right key
arranged the RR schedule (i.e., the RI RR conditions).
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Figure 1. Individual subjects’ log response ratios as a function of log reinforcer ratios,
across RI RI and RI RR conditions.
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Table 2.
Individual subjects’ sensitivity, bias, and R² values across RI RI and RI RR conditions.
RI RI
Subject
B11
B13
B21
B22
B23
B31
B33
Mean
Median

Sensitivity
0.14
0.45
0.96
0.59
0.42
0.74
0.66
0.57
0.59

RI RR
Bias
-0.67
0.19
0.07
-0.22
-0.56
-0.14
-0.13
-0.21
-0.14

R²
0.38
0.84
0.99
0.91
0.75
0.55
0.97

Sensitivity
1.43
0.53
1.11
0.62
0.69
0.87
0.84
0.87
0.84

Bias
-0.43
0.05
-0.09
-0.58
-0.70
-0.68
-0.27
-0.38
-0.43

R²
0.96
0.95
0.99
0.87
0.52
0.96
1.00

Analysis 2: Initial responses following reinforcement
The second set of analyses examined how subjects allocated their first response
immediately after reinforcement. The proportions of initial responses on the left key
following either left key or right key reinforcement were calculated for each subject. Figures
2 and 3 plot these proportions for each subject in each condition. Data from Subject B11 were
not included, because this subject almost exclusively made its first responses on the right key
regardless of schedule contingencies in each condition, or the source of the previous
reinforcement. If subjects were operating under strict local control of the just-reinforced
alternative (i.e. preference pulse), we would expect them to make more responses on the left
alternative following left key reinforcement than following right key reinforcement.
Across all subjects and conditions, patterns of behaviour indicative of preference
pulses were almost completely absent (Figures 2 and 3). During RI RR reinforcement, only
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Subject B13 in Conditions 3 and 7 and Subject B22 in Condition 8 showed this pattern
(Figure 2); that is, these subjects made more responses on the left alternative following left
key reinforcement than following right key reinforcement. In general, subjects showed either
a fixed pattern of responding regardless of where reinforcement was obtained (Subjects B21,
& Subject B13) or typically made more responses on the left alternative following right key
reinforcement than following left key reinforcement (Subjects B22, B23, B31, B33).
During RI RI reinforcement, only Subjects B21 and B22 (and both only in Condition
8) made more responses on the left alternative following left key reinforcement than
following right key reinforcement. Other subjects showed either the same pattern of
responding irrespective of where reinforcement was obtained (e.g., Subject B22 Condition 6,
Subject B23 Condition 8), or made more responses on the left alternative following right key
reinforcement than following left key reinforcement (e.g., Subject B31 in Condition 2,
Subject B33 in Condition 4).
Comparing the two schedule arrangements (i.e., RI RR & RI RR), similar patterns of
behaviour following reinforcement at either alternative were obtained for each subject
(Figures 2 & 3). However, subjects were generally more likely to respond on the left key
following reinforcement during RI RR conditions than during RI RI conditions. As the ratio
schedule was always contained on the right key, this may reflect a bias towards making initial
responses on interval schedules over ratio schedules.
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Figure 2. The proportion of initial responses on the left key following either left key
reinforcement or right key reinforcement, for Subjects B13, B21 and B22 in each
experimental condition.
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Figure 3. The proportion of initial responses on the left key following either left key
reinforcement or right key reinforcement, for Subjects B23, B31 and B33 in each
experimental condition.
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Analysis 3: Patterns of behaviour following reinforcement
Description of Analyses
The third set of analyses looked into patterns of switching behaviour following
reinforcement. For each subject in each condition, patterns of switching behaviour were
examined in terms of whether a reinforcer had been earned on the left or right alternatives
(left reinforcers & right reinforcers) and whether the first response after that reinforcer was
on the left or right alternative (left response & right response). This resulted in four potential
reinforcer-response categories: left reinforcer-left response, left reinforcer-right response,
right reinforcer -left response, and right reinforcer -right response. Any reinforcer-response
category that occurred for less than 30 instances for any subject across the last 10 sessions in
any condition was excluded from analyses. For each of these four categories, the median
number of responses on each alternative until the next switch occurred was calculated. This
was conducted up until a maximum of 30 switches between the alternatives. This analysis of
switching excluded any chain of successive responses that ended with a reinforcer (rather
than the subject switching to the other alternative). This ensured that the end of a series of
responses was a choice made by the subject, rather than a forced outcome of the schedule of
reinforcement. It also excluded any switch for which there were seven or fewer instances
from which to calculate a median. The same analyses were conducting using the time
between switches (rather than number of responses) measured as the duration between the
first and last response in a series of responses on one alternative (any visits to a key
consisting of only one response were given a value of .1s).
The analyses described above produced 52 pages of figures, each containing separate
data from the eight conditions. Patterns of switching did not systematically change as a
function of the site of the last reinforcer, the site of the first response, or the measure used
(number of responses/time spent responding). Therefore, for ease of presentation, the data
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presented here is taken from the reinforcer-response category which occurred most frequently
for each subject across the conditions. Figures 4 through 10 plot for each subject the number
of switches, and the median number of responses before a switch occurred in each
experimental condition following reinforcement for the chosen sequences. The remaining
figures are presented in Appendix X.
Patterns of Behaviour
A range of behavioural patterns were observed across subjects and conditions. For
simplicity, descriptions of behaviours will refer to general trends for each subject. For
Subjects B21, B11, B22, B23 and B31, the fix and sample pattern generally provided a good
description of behaviour (Figures 5 through 8). These subjects primarily responded on one
alternative, interrupted by visits to the other key. Subject B21 tended to ‘fix’ on whichever
alternative was the most profitable (either the interval schedule that arranged the highest rate
of reinforcement, or the ratio schedule if available), and adjust its behaviour according to
changes in reinforcer ratio across conditions (Figure 4). The remaining subjects that showed
the fix and sample pattern (Subjects B11, B22, B23, & B31) fixed on the right key regardless
of the contingencies in a particular condition (Figures 5 through 8). This pattern remained
even in instances where the left key would produce a higher rate of reinforcement (Condition
6).
Subject B13 displayed variable patterns of behaviour across the different schedule
arrangements (Figure 9). It showed the fix and sample pattern in some instances (e.g.
Condition 6), whilst responding at a moderate rate on both alternatives (i.e. a low rate of
switching) in other conditions (e.g. Condition 7). Subject B33 showed a high rate of
switching behaviour across most conditions (Figure 10). This subject generally made only
one response per visit to either alternative regardless of the contingencies in a condition, a
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pattern of behaviour previously observed during concurrent reinforcement with no COD
(Herrnstein, 1961).
A systematic shift in patterns of behaviour between RI RI and RI RR conditions was
observed for most subjects. Subjects B11, B22, B23 and B31 made a higher number of
responses on the right key before sampling the left key during RI RR conditions than RI RI
conditions (Figures 5 through 8). The right key always contained the ratio schedule during RI
RR conditions, indicating that these subjects fixed on the preferred alternative for longer
periods of time when it was a ratio schedule rather than an interval schedule. Subject B21
showed little variation between condition types (Figure 4). Although the subject switched
more often in some RI RI conditions (e.g. Conditions 2 & 4) and less in one RI RR condition
(Condition 3), these differences were not consistent. Subject B13 only displayed the fix and
sample pattern during RI RI conditions – responding at a moderate rate on both alternatives
during RI RR conditions (Figure 9). Subject B33 showed no systematic differences between
condition types - displaying a high rate of switching behaviour across all conditions (Figure
10).
Durations of fixing behaviour varied across subjects, while sampling behaviour
remained largely consistent. Subjects B11 and B23 showed the fix and sample pattern with
decreasing fix durations as the number of switches since reinforcement increased (Figures 5
& 7). Additionally, these two subjects also showed higher initial fix durations compared to all
other subjects. The remaining subjects displaying the fix and sample pattern showed either
rate of fixing that did not change following successive switches (Subject B21, Figure 4), or
showed variable rates of fixing that did not change in any systematic way with increasing
number of switches (Subjects B22 & B31, Figures 6 & 8).
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Figure 4. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B21, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure 5. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B11, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure 6. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B22, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure 7. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B23, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure 8. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B31, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure 9. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B13, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure 10. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B33, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Discussion
Matching Law
During the RI RI conditions, subjects’ behaviour was well described by the Matching
Law, with moderate undermatching and bias towards the right alternative (Figure 1 and Table
2). This result was expected; undermatching is typically obtained during conditions of RI RI
reinforcement (Baum, 1979; Wearden and Burgess, 1982), but the degree of undermatching
(mean = 0.64) was lower than the typically obtained values of around 0.80 (Baum, 1979).
During the RI RR conditions, subjects’ responding generally undermatched reinforcer ratios,
with a bias towards responding on the right alternative (the ratio schedule). These outcomes
are again typical of behaviour during concurrent RI RR conditions (e.g. Herrnstein &
Heyman, 1979; Ziriax & Silberberg).
The greater degree of undermatching than that which is typically obtained probably
resulted because there was no COD was arranged throughout the experiment. Herrnstein
(1961) found that when a COD was absent, subjects would make more changeovers per
session than when a COD was present. As a result, his subjects made comparatively more
responses on the less-preferred key, and subsequently showed greater undermatching. This
result has since been replicated across various arrangements of schedules (e.g. Shull &
Pliskoff, 1967; Krageloh & Davison, 2003), and provides a reasonable explanation for
obtained undermatching values.
Sensitivity values were higher when responding on RI RR conditions than RI RI
conditions across all subjects. This suggests subjects matched their behaviour to reinforcer
ratios more closely when one alternative was a ratio schedule, rather than when both were
interval schedules. This result may be explained by the fact that when responding on ratio
schedules, subjects are somewhat constrained towards matching. Ziriax and Silberberg (1984)
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noted that any increase in the number of responses on a ratio schedule will always increase
the number of obtained reinforcers by a fixed amount – making reinforcer ratios forced to
follow response ratios. This phenomenon will not occur during RI RI reinforcement, and may
explain the increased sensitivity to reinforcement under RI RR conditions.
Right key bias was commonly observed during both condition types. Comparing the
two schedule arrangements, this bias was greater during RI RR conditions than during RI RI
conditions. This indicates a bias towards responding on the ratio schedule, which was always
arranged on the right key. This result is consistent with the findings of Herrnstein and
Heyman (1979) who found that when number of responses (rather than time spent
responding) is the measure used to describe behaviour, subjects show a bias towards ratio
schedules. Results overall supported the hypothesis that global analyses would reveal
matching behaviour for subjects during both RI RI and RI RR schedules
Preference Pulses
As established earlier, a ‘preference pulse’ is a term used to describe an increase in
preference towards the just-reinforced alternative immediately following reinforcement
(Davison & Baum, 2002). A preference pulse would be indicated by an increased likelihood
for subjects to make their first response on the key that was just-reinforced, relative to when
reinforcement was obtained on the opposite key.
The results showed no evidence for preference pulses. This contradicts the findings of
multiple studies where they were regularly observed (e.g. Davison & Baum, 2000, 2002;
Landon & Davison, 2001). However, it is possible that these discrepancies may be due to
methodological differences between the experiments. Past studies have typically looked at
behaviour in environments where contingencies changed rapidly. Under these conditions,
assigned reinforcer ratios between keys could change after as little as 4 reinforcers. As
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mentioned earlier, it seems reasonable that subjects would learn to ‘follow’ any obtained
reinforcement – as the rewards themselves are the only stimuli that can indicate the newly
arranged contingencies. In the present study, conditions remained in effect for between one to
three months, with subjects earning up to 80 reinforcers per day over this time period. For
one individual reward (out of the potential thousands under identical contingencies) to have a
substantial effect on future choice behaviour seems unlikely – a notion that is supported by
the present results. If preference pulses are simply effects brought on by certain arrangements
of conditions, it remains questionable that they should be considered fundamental to choice
behaviour.
In contrast to the present findings, Landon et al. (2002) showed that preference pulses
are not restricted to rapidly changing environments. They provided evidence for similar
effects under conditions of steady-state choice. However, the largest effect was seen when the
assigned reinforcer ratio between keys was more extreme. Preference pulses were still
observed when reinforcer ratios were less polarized, but the magnitude of their effects was
diminished. Landon et al.’s (2002) Conditions 3 and 6 are directly comparable with
Conditions 2 and 6 of the present study; each arranged VI VI schedules with reinforcer ratios
of 3:1. Their results under these conditions yielded preference pulses, which were larger for
disconfirmations – where reinforcement on one alternative interrupted a chain of successive
reinforcers on the other (Figure 11). The authors noted that disconfirmations in steady state
choice, when reinforcer ratios are asymmetrical, are best described by reinforcers on the lean
alternative. In Figures 2 and 3, it can be seen that Conditions 3 and 6 in the present study
yielded no evidence for disconfirmations. Reinforcement on the lean key (the right key in
Condition 2, left key in Condition 6) was more often followed by a response on the rich key.
If subjects did tend to make responses on the lean alternative in this situation (e.g., B21
Condition 6), that subject tended to make responses on the lean alternative regardless of
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where reinforcement was obtained. Results of the present study showed no local control of
behaviour based on the previous source of reinforcement, unlike the findings of Landon et al.
(2002). This suggests that methodological differences between the studies may be influencing
subjects’ behaviour.
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Figure 11. Log response ratios emitted in interreinforcer intervals following
successive same-alternative reinforcers (solid lines). The broken lines join disconfirmations,
where a reinforcer was obtained from the other alternative following sequences of successive
same-alternative reinforcers. Taken from Landon et al. (2002).
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Krageloh and Davison (2003) looked into the presence or absence of a changeover
delay, and its effect on choice behaviour. Six pigeons were trained on concurrent VI VI
schedules where conditions changed rapidly, similar to Davison and Baum’s (2000)
procedure. A changeover delay was present in some conditions and absent in others. The
authors then looked to see if preference pulses would be affected by this change. Results
revealed that during conditions with a COD, preference pulses were readily observed.
However, when a COD was absent, any form of preference towards the just-reinforced
alternative was absent (unless the subject had prior exposure to a COD, in which case a small
effect was found). Reasons for this distinction remain unclear. Davison (1991) described the
effect of a COD as punishment related to the number of reinforcers lost due to switching. In
the context of preference pulses, following reinforcement, a COD could be seen as a
‘deterrent’ from switching. This would lead to subjects making a larger number of initial
responses on the just-reinforced alternative. Whichever way these results might be explained,
it is clear that the presence or absence of a COD has an effect on local control of preference.
As Landon et al. (2002) arranged a COD, whereas the present study did not, this gives a
possible reason for the different outcomes.
Comparing the two schedule arrangements, differences between RI RI and RI RR
conditions in initial responses following reinforcement were minor. As shown in Figures 2
and 3, during RI RR conditions, subjects were more likely to respond on the left key
following reinforcement from any source than during RI RI conditions. This difference
between the two condition types was small however, and not consistent across all subjects.
The results of these analyses suggest that preference immediately following reinforcement
was, in the present experiment, controlled by the overall reinforcer ratio. Individual subjects
formed their own condition-based response patterns, and in almost no instance were these
patterns governed by where reinforcement was last obtained. The observation of preference
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pulses in past experimentation may be attributed to a combination of several factors: rapidly
changing contingencies, extreme reinforcer ratios, and the inclusion of a changeover delay.
None of these variables were used in the present study, making the complete absence of
preference pulses acceptable. Preference pulses should therefore not be considered a process
that influences all choice behaviour. Overall, results supported the hypothesis that subjects
would show little or no pulses in preference towards the just-reinforced alternative, under
conditions of both RI RI and RI RR reinforcement.
Patterns of Switching
The presence of the fix and sample pattern during RI RI reinforcement is consistent
with the findings of Baum et al. (1999). They found that across conditions with reinforcer
ratios ranging from 1:4 to 1:256, subjects showed a pattern of brief visits (about one peck) to
the less preferred key, whilst making the majority of responses on the preferred key. Similar
patterns were obtained here for five of the seven subjects (Subjects B21, B11, B22, B23 &
B31; Figures 4 through 8). Interestingly, the authors noted that subjects would consistently
sample the lean alternative regardless of its physical position (left or right key). The present
results yielded a different outcome. Four of the five subjects (Subjects B11, B22, B23 & B31;
Figures 5 through 8) consistently showing the fix and sample pattern, fixed on the right key
regardless of arranged contingencies in a condition. This was observed even in conditions
where the left key provided a higher rate of reinforcement (Conditions 6 & 8). Based on the
findings of Baum et al. (1999), we would have expected subjects to reverse their behaviour
and begin sampling the right key whilst making the majority of responses on the left key.
Only Subject B21 showed this adjustment of behaviour (Figure 4).
A possible reason for subjects not adjusting their behaviour during Conditions 6 and 8
may be a form of hysteresis. In the context of concurrent schedules, hysteresis refers to a
subject’s preference being biased due to exposure to previous experimental conditions
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(Davison & Hunter, 1979). In the present study, the five conditions preceding Condition 6
were arranged in such a way that fixing on the right key, whilst sampling the left key would
reward subjects with a high payoff ratio. Conditions 2 and 4 were RI RI conditions providing
the highest rate of reinforcement on the right alternative, and Conditions 1, 3 and 5 arranged
RI RR reinforcement with the ratio schedule contained on the right alternative. It seems
plausible that this bias in responding had simply been carried over onto Condition 6, resulting
in subjects responding in a way that had previously been met with a high rate of
reinforcement. However, Davison and Hunter (1979) showed that the effects of hysteresis
may be limited in steady-state choice. They placed five pigeons under conditions of
concurrent VI VI reinforcement, with each condition lasting six sessions. Analyses of
preference during the first, third, and sixth sessions of each condition showed systematic
trends. Subjects showed an initial bias in responding, which could be attributed to the
reinforcer ratio of the immediately preceding condition. However, this effect was almost
entirely absent by the sixth session, as subjects’ distributions of responses approached values
similar to those obtained under identical contingencies of steady-state choice. The authors
concluded that although subjects were influenced by the reinforcer ratio of the preceding
condition, this effect wore off after a small number of sessions. While it is not certain that
conditions that last longer than six sessions would not produce longer lasting hysteresis, their
results cast doubt on hysteresis having any lasting effect on choice behaviour under
conditions of steady-state choice (Davison & Hunter, 1979). As conditions in the present
study lasted for a minimum of thirty sessions, and each session provided subjects with over
twice the number of reinforcers as Davison and Hunter (1979), it seems unlikely that
hysteresis would cause subjects to fail to adjust their behaviour Conditions 6 and 8. However,
given the consistent and striking result found here, we must be aware of this possibility.
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Switching behaviour during RI RR conditions was consistent with past research.
Baum and Aparicio (1999) found that subjects would consistently fix on the ratio schedule
under these conditions, and treat the interval schedule as the ‘lean’ alternative by making
short visits there. Similar patterns were observed here, as all subjects showing the fix and
sample pattern consistently fixed on the ratio schedule during RI RR reinforcement.
However, this may be a misleading result. As previously mentioned, four of the five subjects
showing the fix and sample pattern fixed on the right key across all conditions. As the ratio
schedule was always contained on the right key during RI RR reinforcement, it remains
possible that subjects were simply following a pattern of fixing on the right key regardless of
whether the condition arranged RI RR or RI RI reinforcement. There are two factors that
suggest this was probably not the case. First, Subject B21, who did fix on the left key when it
arranged the better reinforcer rate, also fixed on the ratio schedule during RI RR conditions
(Figure 4). Second, all subjects showing the fix and sample pattern also showed a systematic
increase in the duration of fixing behaviour during RI RR conditions compared to RI RI
(Figures 4 through 8). This suggests that subjects were adjusting their behaviour when
responding on RI RI/RI RR conditions, and not simply following a single pattern of
behaviour across the two condition types.
The increase in duration of fixing behaviour during RI RR reinforcement relative to
conditions of RI RI reinforcement is a new result for the literature. Patterns of switching
behaviour on these schedules have not previously been directly compared. This finding may
be attributed to VR schedules typically producing lower interresponse times than VI
schedules. Given an equal amount of time on each, subjects should produce a larger number
of responses on a ratio schedule than an interval schedule (Anger, 1956; Zuriff, 1970). The
obtained result may reflect subjects responding at a higher rate when their fixing behaviour is
directed towards a ratio schedule (RI RR) than an interval schedule (RI RI). This was
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supported by the fact that the difference in fix duration between RI RR conditions and RI RI
conditions was diminished when time spent responding was used as a measure rather than
number of responses. However, this result was not emphasized as obtained data on time spent
responding were generally quite irregular (see: Appendix B). Baum and Aparicio (1999)
encountered similar difficulties. They suggested that this may be caused by a tendency for
subjects to pause irregularly between responses, leading to an unreliable result that may not
reflect subjects’ time spent making responses.
Although the pattern of fix duration being longer during RI RR conditions than RI RI
conditions was universal, there was a large variation in fix durations between subjects.
Subjects B11 and B23 showed comparatively long initial fix durations that decreased with
increasing number of switches (Figures 5 & 7), Subjects B31 and B22 showed variable fix
durations (Figures 8 & 6), while fix durations for Subject B21 did not systematically change
(Figure 4). Overall, larger variations in fix duration were seen between subjects than between
conditions, a finding that not reported in past research (Baum & Aparicio, 1999; Baum et al.,
1999). The results suggest that although the fix and sample pattern is a phenomenon that can
be readily observed under various arrangements of concurrent reinforcement schedules, the
degree of fixing (or the rate at which sampling occurs) may be determined more by the
subject than the parameters arranged in the condition.
Overall, the results suggest that the fix and sample pattern provides a good description
of behaviour during both RI RI and RI RR reinforcement. Although subjects may show some
individual variability, switching behaviours during concurrent reinforcement will generally
be centred on some form of the fix and sample pattern. Results partially supported the
hypothesis that subjects would show the fix and sample pattern during both RI RI and RI RR
conditions, with the majority of subjects showing the expected pattern of behaviour.
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Limitations
The decision not to include a COD in the present study was made in order to prevent
extending the number of responses necessary to meet the requirements of the ratio schedules.
However, Landon et al. (2002) showed that the presence of a COD can have a large impact
on preference pulses. Although unlikely, it remains possible that the lack of observed
preference pulses in the present study was due to the fact that no COD was arranged. The
addition of several RI RI/RI RR conditions containing a COD would have been beneficial to
ensure that the lack of inclusion of a COD was not the sole cause of the subjects’ behaviour.
These conditions would need to be conducted last, as arranging a COD has been shown to
have an effect on behaviour in subsequent conditions (Landon et al., 2002). There was
insufficient time to include such conditions in the present study.
A second issue concerns the schedules arranged in each experimental condition, and
their order of presentation. As mentioned previously, although conditions were systematically
changed every 1-3 months, the first five conditions incentivised subjects to fix their
behaviour on the right alternative and sample the left alternative. The results suggest that this
pattern of behaviour may have carried over onto conditions where it would have provided
them with a lower rate of reinforcement. It would be preferable to have made the left key
favourable during RI RI reinforcement earlier in the experiment, and to present the ratio
schedule on the left and right keys at an equal rate – rather than solely on the right key.
Implications of Findings
The present study can relate most closely to real world foraging behaviours. The
results presented here suggest that when choosing between two stable sources of food,
organisms will spend an amount of time on each that equates to their relative payoff ratio.
Secondly, their preference for either patch will not be swayed greatly by one individual
reward. Preference will instead be driven by the rate at which each patch delivers food over
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longer periods of time. Lastly, behaviour should consist of spending most of their time at the
preferred source, and interrupting these bouts of responding with quick visits to the less
preferred source. These conclusions may be somewhat of a leap of faith however, as many
extraneous factors can influence behaviour in non-controlled environments.
Houston (1986) conducted a reanalysis of a set of data on the foraging behaviours of
pied wagtails in England, in order to see whether or not matching behaviour could be
replicated under natural conditions. The experimenters noted that these insectivorous birds
spent their foraging time in two main areas, with their flock or in their individual territories.
From observing individual birds, the original experimenters were able to determine the
duration of visits and number of food items obtained at each location. Their results showed
that across a large range of rates of feeding and time allocations, the wagtails showed
matching with a bias towards feeding on their territory. As the flock was noted as stable food
source, whereas the territories tended to accumulate more food items over time, Houston
suggested that they could be construed as a ratio schedule and interval schedule respectively
(Houston, 1986). This would, in terms of operant behaviour, mean a result of matching with a
bias towards the interval schedule for time spent responding on an alternative – a similar
result to what was obtained here. This provides some support for the idea that behaviour
exhibited under controlled conditions – including the present experiment – can be predictive
of behaviour in the natural environment. Speaking more generally, research presented here
adds to the foundations of knowledge which will lead to a more rich understanding of the
basic processes that control choice behaviour in both human and nonhuman organisms.
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Conclusions
The present results replicated the well-documented phenomenon of matching under
conditions of both RI RI and RI RR reinforcement. Subjects matched their behaviour to
reinforcer ratios across conditions, and showed greater than typical undermatching probably
due to the absence of a COD. However, the results of local analyses of initial behaviour
following reinforcement disagreed with some previous findings (Davison & Baum, 2000;
Landon et al. 2002); there was no control of initial responses by the previous source of
reinforcement under any conditions. It was concluded that previously observed pulses in
preference towards the just-reinforced alternative may be induced by methodological factors
that were not used in the present experiment. This questions whether preference pulses should
be considered a process that underlies all choice behaviour. Global, long term accumulators
of reinforcement provide a more accurate description of subjects’ allocation of behaviour
immediately following reinforcement. Lastly, patterns of switching behaviour were consistent
with previous research (Baum et al., 1999; Baum and Aparicio, 1999). Subjects generally
displayed the fix and sample pattern across both RI RI and RI RR conditions. Duration of
fixing behaviour varied largely across subjects, and was higher during RI RR conditions than
RI RI conditions. The fix and sample pattern appears to provide a good description of
behaviour under both condition arrangements, although subjects may show individually
distinct patterns of behaviour.
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Appendix A: Subjects’ Patterns of Switching Behaviour for each Reinforcer-Response
Category (Number of Responses)
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Figure A1. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B21, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A2. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B21, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A3. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B21, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A4. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B11, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A5. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B22, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A6. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B22, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A7. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B22, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A8. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B23, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A9. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B23, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A10. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B23, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A11. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B31, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A12. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B31, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A13. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B31, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A14. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B13, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A15. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B13, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A16. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B13, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A17. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B33, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A18. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B33, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure A19. The median number of responses following each switch made by Subject
B33, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Appendix B: Subjects’ Patterns of Switching Behaviour for each Reinforcer-Response
Category (Time Spent Responding)
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Figure B1. The median time spent responding following each switch made by Subject
B21, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure B2. The median time spent responding following each switch made by Subject
B21, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure B3. The median time spent responding following each switch made by Subject
B21, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure B4. The median time spent responding following each switch made by Subject
B21, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure B5. The median time spent responding following each switch made by Subject
B11, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure B6. The median time spent responding following each switch made by Subject
B11, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure B7. The median time spent responding following each switch made by Subject
B22, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure B8. The median time spent responding following each switch made by Subject
B22, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure B9. The median time spent responding following each switch made by Subject
B22, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each experimental
condition.
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Figure B10. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B22, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B11. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B23, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B12. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B23, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B13. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B23, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B14. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B23, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B15. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B31, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B16. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B31, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B17. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B31, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B18. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B31, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B19. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B13, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B20. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B13, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B21. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B13, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B22. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B13, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B23. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B33, for any left key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B24. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B33, for any right key response that followed left key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B25. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B33, for any left key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.
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Figure B26. The median time spent responding following each switch made by
Subject B33, for any right key response that followed right key reinforcement, in each
experimental condition.

